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PRODUCT CODE PACK SIZE CARTON QTY

MCUS0003 300G 6

PRODUCT BENEFITS
MC Ultimate Shine is a detailing spray based on a special blend of silicone, solvents,
and cleaners. It restores colours and surfaces to a showroom finish.
MC Ultimate Shine is a simple to use spray and wipe product that leaves a long lasting
protective layer to repel water and grime.

APPLICATION
MC Ultimate Shine is designed to clean a wide range of bikes, ATVs, UTVs and other
vehicles. It can be used on many surfaces including vinyl, plastic, chrome, stainless
steel, and carbon fibre.
MC Ultimate Shine can also be used as an engine damp start. It displaces any moisture
on plugs, leads and other surfaces to prevent voltage breakdown, allowing the engine to
be started normally.
Note: It is NOT recommended for applications such as motorcycle seats, wheels, or foot pegs/pedals.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Shake the can well
Hold the can about 15cm from the surface to be cleaned
Spray a thin film over the whole area
Polish off immediately with a Lightning Quick Rag or a soft cloth for a deep shine
To Restore minor blemishes and scratches, leave a slightly more concentrated area of spray to soak for a few
minutes before polishing
To use as a damp start, just one short spray of 2-3 seconds on to the plugs, leads and coil/distributor cap will
displace all moisture and allow starting

PRODUCT BENEFITS
Restores surfaces to factory new finish
Reduces further adhesion of dirt
Repels water
Easy to use
Displaces moisture to assist damp start

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE LEVELS

TYPICAL DATA
Colour Clear

PENRITE OIL COMPANY PTY LTD ABN 25 005 001 525
110 Greens Rd, Dandenong South, Victoria 3175 Australia
Phone: 1300-PENRITE (1300 736 748)
Fax: 1800-PENRITE (1800 736 748)

International Ph: +61 3 9801 0877, Fax: +61 (0)3 8710 6601
New Zealand Ph:0800 533 698, Fax: 0508 736 748
Website: www.penriteoil.com.au
Email: penrite@penriteoil.com.au
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